Abstract-Two sub-crosspoint physical topologies are proposed that places the decode circuitry beneath the metal-oxide RRAM crosspoint array. The first topology integrates only the row decode circuitry, while the second integrates both the row and column decoder. The topology for sub-crosspoint row decoding reduces area by up to 38.6% over the standard peripheral approach, with an improvement in area efficiency of 21.6% for small arrays. Sub-crosspoint row and column decoding reduces the RRAM crosspoint area by 27.1% and improves area efficiency to nearly 100%.
I. INTRODUCTION
R ESISTIVE random access memory (RRAM) is an emerging memory technology poised to replace flash memory as the workhorse for high density solidstate storage. Metal-oxide RRAM is a two terminal resistive device where the steady state resistance is modulated by a voltage or current to store information. Unlike charge based memories, RRAM stores information by modulating the chemical structure of a thin film oxide. As a result, an RRAM cell dissipates no power to retain state and is immune to radiation induced soft errors. Fabrication of these devices can require as little as a single lithographic step [1] and is materials compatible with CMOS [2] . These devices are typically fabricated between metal layers in a fashion similar to interlayer metal vias. Unlike flash memory, which suffers from charge storage issues, the available lithographic feature size (F) is the primary limitation to device density.
For high density applications, physical area is of paramount importance. A standard approach in semiconductor memory is to place the access circuitry, such as the decoders and sense amplifiers, peripherally around the memory cells. The RRAM devices, however, are integrated into the metal layers without using the silicon area beneath the array.
Two topologies are proposed that integrate RRAM within the intermediate metal layers, where the decode circuits are placed beneath the array (which is called here, sub-crosspoint decoding). The peripheral row and column decode circuits are integrated beneath the crosspoint array by introducing crosspoint gaps, and by vertically and horizontally staggering contacts to the rows and columns. A topology where only the row decode circuitry is placed underneath the array exhibits 38.6% reduction in area for a single array with a 21.6% improvement in array efficiency. A second topology, with sub-crosspoint placement of both the row and column decoders, reduces the area of large RRAM crosspoint arrays by 27.1% and improves area efficiency to nearly 100%.
Background on RRAM and crosspoint memories are reviewed in Section II. The physical topology of the RRAM crosspoint array is described in Section III. The proposed topology is evaluated and compared to standard peripheral approaches in Section IV, and some conclusions are offered in Section V.
II. BACKGROUND
RRAM memories exhibit different behavior than standard CMOS SRAM and DRAM arrays. RRAM is composed of two terminal devices that enable memory to be configured as a crosspoint array. The electrical behavior and physical structure of RRAM and crosspoint arrays in general are outlined in the subsecuent sections followed by a discussion of related work.
A. RRAM devices
RRAM devices are typically based on thin film transition metal oxides (e.g., TaO, TiO, HfO, SiO) [3] - [6] with dopants in the form of oxygen vacancies. In the off state, these devices act as traditional metalinsulator-metal tunnel barriers. Under a large applied bias, these oxygen vacancies migrate to form electrical conduction paths through the insulating oxide, changing the resistance of the tunnel barrier. This effect occurs by either changing the effective insulator thickness, or by providing a resistive short between the two device electrodes.
Migration of these vacancies gives rise to a change in the instantaneous resistance of the device. A positive applied voltage decreases the resistance, while a negative applied voltage increases the resistance. At low voltage bias, this change can be measured without perturbing the resistance state. An advantage of RRAM over other resistive memories is that the resistance can be continuously tuned between a maximum (R of f ) and minimum (R on ) resistance [7] , allowing multiple bits of information to be stored within a single memory cell to improve the effective bit density [8] .
B. Nonlinear crosspoint array
RRAM and other memristive devices have been proposed for use in crosspoint arrays. Crosspoints arrays achieve a high cell density by integrating an RRAM device at the intersection of perpendicular metal lines on adjacent metal layers, as illustrated in An individual bit is selected by biasing a row and grounding a column within an array. Selecting a single row produces a voltage drop across the unselected rows and columns. This effect produces parasitic sneak currents that propagate through unselected cells, causing a degradation in sense margin and an increase in power consumption [9] . These currents prohibit the use of RRAM-only crosspoints in all but the smallest arrays [10] . Larger arrays utilize a selector device (e.g., a tunneling barrier) in series with the RRAM to ensure that only a small (leakage) current is passed through the unselected rows [11] . Unlike traditional CMOS memories, crosspoint memories also need to be bit addressable. Only a single bit can be written into a crosspoint array during a write operation due to the resistive load of the bit lines in large arrays. This characteristic requires additional area for the peripheral circuitry.
C. Related work
Recently, Liu et al. [12] demonstrated a vertically integrated RRAM crosspoint memory that integrates the peripheral access circuitry beneath the RRAM array. The approach places the column and row segmenting circuitry as well as the driver circuitry beneath the array, while placing the column decode circuitry peripheral to the array. The topology proposed here avoids bit line segmentation and integrates both the column and decode circuitry beneath the array and is compatible with the approach described in [12] . Expressions are provided in this paper to size the array according to the physical dimensions of the decoder to ensure that the decode circuitry is beneath the RRAM crosspoint array. Niu et al. [13] provide an area and cost model that supports placing the driver circuits beneath the crosspoint array.
III. PHYSICAL DESIGN OF RRAM CROSSPOINT

ARRAY
The area efficiency of a memory is the portion of the IC composed of the memory cells as compared to the total area of the memory system including all of the peripheral circuitry. Memories typically exhibit array efficiencies ranging from 30% to 40% for deeply scaled technologies. Only a fraction of the total die area is therefore dedicated to data storage. Higher array efficiencies increase memory capacity without additional die area.
CMOS memory arrays rely on pitch matching of the peripheral circuits, such as the decoders and sense amplifiers, to the width of the corresponding row or column. The height of a row decoder is equivalent to the height of a cell. In a minimum sized RRAM technology, however, the dimensions are significantly smaller (see Fig 1) , making pitch matching difficult. The height of a crosspoint cell is 2F to 3F but the minimum height and length of a transistor is generally more than 3F before considering interconnect. The peripheral decode circuitry is therefore placed with staggered interconnect to drive an individual row or column, increasing the area of an array, as illustrated in Fig. 2 .
RRAM crosspoint arrays, however, are fabricated within the metal layers and do not utilize the silicon area beneath the memory array. The proposed topologies embed the decoding circuitry beneath the crosspoint array to reduce area, thereby increasing the area efficiency.
The key idea of the proposed topologies is to place the decode circuitry within a grid, beneath the crosspoint array, and to stagger the contacts to ensure that each decode block connects to a single row, as illustrated in Fig. 3 . Intuitively, the height of a decoder can be hidden across multiple rows and the width of the decoder can be hidden beneath columns. This structure creates a grid of sub-crosspoint decoders beneath the crosspoint array.
Furthermore, gaps are introduced into the array interconnect to improve area efficiency. Despite the slight reduction in cell density, the overall area of an array is reduced. These gaps are strategically introduced into the array to facilitate access to the columns for column decoding with minimal effect on the physical area.
The decoding circuit used for both topologies is described in Section III-A The proposed topology for subcrosspoint row decoding is described in Section III-B followed by the topology for sub-crosspoint row and column decoding in Section III-C.
A. NOR decoder circuit
A NOR-style decoder [14] , commonly used in DRAM circuits, provides row and column decoding for both topologies and is shown in Fig. 4 . The decoder is modified for resistive memories. The selection transistors, required for address decoding, are shown on the left. The driver circuitry for reads and writes are shown on the right. If all of the inputs are low, indicating a match, the decoding node is pulled high. If either R en , W en h , or W en l is enabled, the address is valid and the row or column is driven. The write enable signals (W en h and W en l ) are connected to the high and low voltage drivers to enable the bidirectional writes necessary for bipolar RRAM devices. 
B. Sub-crosspoint row decoding
A sub-crosspoint row decoder is constrained by the physical size of the minimum sized transistor, size of the output driver, metal routing for the power and ground lines, and the number of columns and rows within the array. The transistor size and metal lines constrain the height of the decoder. The number of columns or rows determines the number of transistors required for decoding, which, in addition to the size of the output driver, determines the width of the decoder.
The height of a decoder is amortized across multiple rows, as illustrated in Fig 3. If the height of a decoder is H, H k decoders are placed side-by-side beneath a crosspoint array, where k is the minimum metal pitch of the technology. For binary decoding, the number of rows is a power of two. The number of rows (N row ) also indicates the number of decoders placed in parallel, as each decoder connects to a single row. Placing decoders horizontally beneath a crosspoint array allows the global predecoding circuitry to drive a column of decoders, as depicted in Fig. 3 .
The number of predecode bits is
where H dec and H routing are, respectively, the height of the decode and routing lines normalized to the feature size of the technology. Hence, 2 Nr predec is the number of rows required to "hide" a row decoder. The physical width of a row is
where
W r sub is the width of a single row decoder, W drive is the width of a row driver circuit, N row is the number of rows within an array, and W tr is the width of the selection transistor within the decoder. This expression provides the minimum width of a row. The number of columns to maximize the density of this approach is Wrow Wc pitch .
C. Sub-crosspoint row and column decoding
Placing both the row and column decode circuitry beneath the crosspoint array creates an interdependence between the number of rows and columns. The rows of an RRAM crosspoint array are located directly above the silicon, permitting access from beneath. The row plane of the crosspoint, however, blocks access to the column plane of the crosspoint from beneath. A gap is therefore introduced between the rows to enable the sub-crosspoint decoder to communicate with the column rows. The gap between individual rows provides access to the crosspoint columns using the same metal layer as the row layer.
The physical topology of the sub-crosspoint decoder for both columns and rows is shown in Fig. 5 . A decode sub-block consists of a co-located row and column decoder. The sub-blocks are oriented in a grid pattern beneath the crosspoint array. Contacts are staggered horizontally for rows and vertically for columns, as illustrated in Fig. 5 . The column decoder is placed below the row decoder to share the power rails with the row decoder, and to ensure that the shape of a row and column decode sub-block is as close as possible to a square.
Completely hiding a sub-block requires 2 Nr predec rows. If the same methodology is applied to a column decoder, 2 Nc predec columns are required. The number of rows and columns of an array is 2 Nr predec+Nc predec , ensuring that the array has an equal number of rows and columns.
Expression (1) is used to determine the number of row predecode bits based on the height of a sub-block. The required number of column predecode bits is
where Fig. 5 . Physical topology of sub-crosspoint row and column decoders.
The height of an array is 2 Nc predec (2 Nr predec H c pitch +1), and the width is 2 Nr predec 2 Nc predec W c pitch . Assuming the same pitch for both the crosspoint rows and columns, the total area of a memory array with subcrosspoint decoder circuitry is
Note that (1) and (4) contain integer ceiling functions, ensuring that the decode circuitry occupies less planar area than the crosspoint array. This constraint as well as the 2 n growth of the columns and rows with predecode bits produces unused space beneath the sub-block. This space can be utilized to increase the write drivers and reduce the resistive load. Note that these expressions produce a unique array size that is ultimately dependent on the height of the sub-block. The array is therefore no longer a function of the number of rows, as in row-only sub-crosspoint decoding.
IV. EVALUATION
Sub-crosspoint decoding is evaluated and compared to standard peripheral approaches in the following section. Note that this evaluation only considers the array efficiency of individual memory arrays and does not consider the global logic, decoders, and routing. The cell layout is based on 45 nm FreePDK design rules and is scaled to a feature size of 22 nm. It is assumed that an additional intermediate metal layer is available in 22 nm technology (see Table I ). The layout of the decoding circuitry is constrained to the first two metal layers (see Figs. 6 and 7) .
The RRAM parameters are based on [15] and scaled to 33 nm (3F is the minimum metal pitch for the local and intermediate metal layers and defines the dimentions of the RRAM element). A Simmons tunnel barrier model [16] is used to simulate the selector device. In lieu of high voltage transistor models, the write driver is sized according to a 0.9 volt, 22 nm PTM model and scaled to provide double the current required to apply 3 volts to an RRAM device in the on state. No more than 10% of the resistive load is due to the bit lines to ensure that at least 3 volts are dropped across the RRAM device during a write. The area of the peripheral sense amplifiers and column multiplexors is modeled using the methodology provided in CACTI [17] .
A comparison of the peripheral approach with the subcrosspoint row decode topology for a rectangular array is listed in Table II . A rectangular array integrates as many columns as possible. For smaller array sizes, the proposed topology reduces the overall area by 38.6% and improves area efficiency by more than 20%. For large arrays with 2,048 rows, the area advantage decreases to 6.4% as the area of the array dominates the structure. The area of a traditional square array with an equal number of rows and columns is listed in Table III . Similar to a rectangular array, the physical area for smaller arrays exhibits an improvement of 36.0% and 16.8%, respectively, for area and area efficiency. While the reduction in area follows a similar trend in rectangular arrays, the proposed approach maintains an area efficiency advantage unlike with rectangular arrays. This approach also demonstrates that sub-crosspoint row decoding utilizes only a small portion of the area under a crosspoint array for larger array sizes. At 2,048 columns and rows, 76% of the area under a crosspoint array is unused, permitting additional peripheral logic to be placed under the array to improve the area efficiency of larger size arrays.
The column decode circuitry can be integrated beneath the crosspoint array in the manner described in Section III. The sub-block decoder is shown in Fig. 7 . As listed in Table IV , the array efficiency of this approach is nearly 100%. Moreover, a 27% reduction in area is produced.
A. Implications of sub-crosspoint decoder on array size
Sub-crosspoint row decoding is best applied to smaller RRAM arrays, where the array size and peripheral cir- The sub-crosspoint row and column decoding approach presented here presents an inflection point at an array size of 2,048 x 2,048 that achieves near 100% area efficiency. A smaller number of rows and columns exhibits lower area efficiency. While sub-crosspoint topologies produce smaller arrays than the standard peripheral approach, the reduction in area efficiency degrades the storage capacity of an individual memory. Arrays larger than 2,048 x 2,048 are dominated by the area of the crosspoint array and result in a negligible improvement in array efficiency. While additional sub-blocks are required to decode larger arrays, the area of the memory cells is larger than the area of the sub-blocks. Thus, additional unused area is available beneath the array, although with increased resistive and capacitive impedances within the crosspoint array.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Two physical topologies for sub-crosspoint decoding of an RRAM based memory are demonstrated. The two approaches are sub-crosspoint row decoding, and sub-crosspoint row and column decoding. Expressions are provided for both topologies to size a crosspoint array as well as the column and row decode circuitry. Sub-crosspoint row decoding reduces area by up to 38.6% over the standard peripheral approach, with an improvement in area efficiency of 21.6% for small 128 x 128 arrays. For large 2,048 x 2,048 square arrays, area is reduced by 10.6% with a corresponding improvement in area efficiency of 8.0%. Sub-crosspoint row and column decoding reduces the RRAM crosspoint area by 27.1% and improves area efficiency to nearly 100%.
